
Efficient, high-performing supply chain 
solutions for your products



TRANSPORTATION 

Domestic Transportation Management

Carrier requirements, negotiations, bid management 
and compliance

Brokerage

Pool distribution coordination + consolidation

Claims management

Freight bill payment and audit

Multi-modal shipment optimization and  
execution

Over-the-Road, TL & LTL

Expedited Air Freight

Intermodal

Dedicated Contract Carriage

Regional Asset FleetLeSaint delivers supply 
chain intelligence...

...with the knowledge, flexibility 
and service performance to 
power your logistics network.  We 
engineer the best solutions for 
your products – to move them 
efficiently from manufacturing to 
warehouses and ultimately, to 
the end customer.

Since 1983, we’ve developed 
customized supply chain solu-
tions that reduce logistics costs, 
free working capital, reduce risk, 
and improve customer service.  
Call us today at 1-877-Know3PL 
or visit us at LeSaint.com

Product visibility every step of the way. 

LeSaint Logistics offers comprehensive solutions to 

manage the complexities of your supply chain, all the 

way from manufacturer to final product destination, 

and we understand the importance of product visibility 

every step of the way. Our technology solutions give 

you the visibility you need to track and manage your 

products:

REVERSE LOGISTICS

Transportation coordination from store to 
returns warehouse

Inbound visibility to volumes

Flexible workforce management

Receiving and multi- disposition of inventory

Destruction and disposal with certified testing 
and waste haul

Post-return services, such as returns standards 
set, quick value-recognition and mixed pallet 
processing

Returned product services such as 
repackaging, refurbishment, reconditioning, re-
packaging and re-labeling

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Stock Replenishment, including managing back orders

Lot Expiration Date management

ASN Capable via EDI

RF System Capability

Additional capabilities for QC functionality, velocity profiling, serial 
number control, cycle counting, and multi-unit of measure

Value added services:
 F Labeling, such as bar codes and compliance management

 F Kit assembly

 F Postponement Manufacturing

 F Point of purchase Services

Same Day Order, Same Day Ship and 24/7 operations

FULFILLMENT 

Omni-channel retail fulfillment to:
 F Retailer DC’s

 F Direct-to-store

 F Direct-to-consumer

Consolidation and deconsolidation

Drop ship services

Multi-modal:  TL, LTL and small parcel

Shipment tracking, visibility and intelligence

Value-added services: POS displays, packaging and 
labeling

Contract labor for your facilities

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
(WMS)

For a complete WMS with integrated transportation 
functionality, our solution delivers. This powerful technol-
ogy solution manages all of your inbound and outbound 
shipments, fulfillment and inventory control, with built-in 
advanced modules for warehouse collaboration and 
optimization. Multiple warehouses and even multiple 
companies are supported, with full application security. 
Configurable document types and comprehensive histori-
cal data provide multiple reporting options.

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM (TMS) 

Our TMS solution manages your entire transportation 
process, from order entry and dispatch through delivery 
management, and settlement. With an architecture that 
links business processes and functions, and built-in event 
management, you’ll get visibility to product movements, 
and how they affect your other business activities. With 
robust reporting, you’ll have access to quantifiable facts 
and data-driven insights for better decision-making.  

AT LESAINT, WE RECOGNIZE THAT THE MOVEMENT OF PRODUCTS IS CHANGING EVERY DAY. 
That’s why we offer comprehensive solutions for even the most demanding, complex and dynamic supply chains:

Only 
LeSaint has:

A size the gives you 
maximum flexibility

The highest reputation for 
legendary customer service

An upper management team that is 
personally accessible to engage  

with you in your operations

Deep experience in 
multiple industries

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT

Shared, dedicated, and multi-site 
facilities, included bonded availability

Site selection Analysis 

Fulfillment and order processing 
services, including pick, pack & ship

Labor and supplies management

WareTech™ for tracking and visibility

Security and quality management

Integration with transportation

Contract labor management



We ask questions, we probe, and we 
investigate to fully understand our 
clients’ supply chain demands now, 
and their anticipated needs tomorrow. 
We identify the needs of your network 
and isolate areas where you expect 
higher performance over your current 
logistics measures.

Our engineers map out the 
physical and electronic flow 
through every stage of the 
supply chain. They take into 
consideration the facility, 
warehouse layout, personnel 
needs, product density 
requirements and entire 
transportation model.

Our implement phase includes 
the statement of work, a detailed 
project plan, weekly onboarding 
meetings, technology setup and 
a target go-live date(s).

We stay in close communication with you to ensure 
everything runs smoothly. We closely monitor the 
operations to ensure efficiencies and cost goals 
are met, and that technology reporting and perfor-
mance expectations are delivered. Communication 
is the key, so we conduct ongoing reviews include 
the Periodic Business Review (PBR), Quarterly 
Business Review (QBR) and Annual Business Review 
(ABR) with you and your team.

We continuously look for 
ways to improve logistics 
or save our clients’ money. 
We analyze your end-to-
end performance, identify 
areas for enhancement and 
innovation, and fine-tune 
operations to for efficiencies, 
all while considering future 
needs. 
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360LOGIC™:   
OUR PROPRIETARY PROCESS FOR LOGISTICS EFFICIENCY In the end, it ’s about providing the  

greatest bottom line savings without  
supply chain compromise

Every logistics variable comes with its own set of challenges, 

whether due to warehouse space, inventory control, product 

movement or technology. To build the right logistics efficiencies, 

LeSaint begins client engagements with our proprietary 

360Logic™ process, designed to meet even the most unique 

needs in your network. 



INDUSTRY E XPERTISE

We are an expert in managing retail supply chains, including 
the consumer goods fulfillment. 

In addition to our standard solutions, we specialize in:

�� DC Replenishment 

�� B2C

�� Dropship

�� High velocity e-commerce

�� Collect vs. Customer Pickup vs. Prepaid

�� Carrier preference matrix

�� Retail and vendor compliance, including vendor scorecard 
and routing guide management, pallet configurations, 
chargeback management and label placement

�� Returns refurbishment and destruction/disposal

“When we were looking for a logistics partner, there 
were very few 3PL’s who would even consider the 
manufacturing aspect, and we knew we need help with 
both manufacturing and distribution from our facility... 
LeSaint never hesitated.”

Tom Murray,  
President of NorthCape, outdoor furniture manufacturer

RETAIL

At LeSaint, we understand that safety and responsibility are 
paramount when it comes to chemical distribution.

 In addition to our standard solutions, we specialize in:

�� Regulated and non-regulated materials 

�� Chemical storage across multiple classes

�� Temperature controlled options for storage

�� Responsible returns disposal and destruction

�� Contract Labor 

�� Certification, National Association for Chemical 
Distribution (NACD)

“The detailed information LeSaint provides us for the transit 
of our goods allows us to make critical inventory decisions, 
making our job much easier. Their safety record for handling 
hazardous shipments has been stellar. Because of these 
things, we’ve been able to expand into new markets quicker 
and smarter with LeSaint by our side”

Mathew A. Brainerd,  
President, Brainerd Chemical

CHEMICAL



868 W. Crossroads Parkway
Romeoville, IL 60446

877-Know3PL  |  lesaint.com


